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Monte wakes on a seemly ordinary
morning to find an extraordinary event has
occurred. An insidious sickness has cursed
her hometown of Port Steward. Strangers,
neighbors, friends and even her own family
have fallen victim to the sickness. Monte
soon discovers that a bite from someone
with the sickness is how the gruesome
disease is spread. Once infected with the
sickness, it transforms normal people into
ravenous monsters with a craving for flesh.
Monte struggles to make her way to
safety in a town thriving with disease. As
loneliness and paranoia set in, she finds
that her newfound freedom from an
abusive father is not all shed hoped for.
While faced with the near certain chance of
defeat, Monte is unbending in her quest to
stay alive, making grim decisions that test
her humanity. With a tremendous will for
survival, will Monte make it to salvation or
fall victim, like so many others, of the
sickness? This short story is published as a
side-quel to Endemic Rise of the Plague,
book one in a trilogy, available now on
Amazon.
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